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ABSTRACT: Chemical flooding using a polymer and/or surfactant has been widely applied in oilfields worldwide for enhanced oil
recovery. Chemical adsorption in reservoirs has a significant effect on the rock permeability and wettability and hence can affect the
overall oil production. In this work, two chemicals, namely, the xanthan gum (XG) biopolymer and sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate
(SDBS) anionic surfactant, were used individually as displacement fluids. The amount of chemical adsorption on the rock surface
and the residual resistance factor (permeability reduction) were calculated throughout the flooding experiments using an
unconsolidated sandstone (SS) pack model. The effects of the injected chemicals’ concentration and reservoir salinity on adsorption
capacity have been examined. Additionally, the effect of the addition of nanosilica particles (NSPs) to the injected fluid on the rock
adsorption was also investigated. The results showed that the amount of XG and SDBS adsorption on the rock surface increased,
albeit to a different extent, by increasing the chemical concentration at the applied salinities (0, 3.5, 5, and 10%) of the displacement
fluids. Also, the permeability reduction increased with the increase in XG and SDBS concentrations; however, permeability reduction
due to SDBS flooding was lower than that of XG in SS. The use of NSPs as a coinjectant to the XG and SDBS displacement fluids
increased the adsorption on the SS rock. A plausible mechanism for the adsorption of the XG/NSP and SDBS/NSP blends on the
SS surface was proposed. A density function theory calculation was employed to establish a relation between the adsorptivity of
NSPs on SDBS and XG and the total energy and dipole moment of the molecules.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main methods of tertiary oil recovery is chemical
flooding, such as polymer and surfactant flooding. Under-
standing the effect of the salinity and the injected additives on
the chemical adsorption in the reservoirs is essential to
successful enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations. Sandstone
(SS) forms about 60% of the reservoir rock types around the
world.1 Polymer and anionic surfactant flooding are the most
suitable and commonly used in SS reservoirs.2

Polymer flooding increases the oil recovery by increasing the
injecting fluid viscosity and hence improving the oil mobility
ratio and sweep efficiency.3−7 Xanthan gum (XG) is the most
widely reported biopolymer for oil applications.2 Due to its
chemical structure with the rigid polysaccharide chains (Figure
1), XG solution displays high thickening ability and good

stability to the increasing temperature and salinity.2 Moreover,
the hydroxyl (−OH) and carboxyl (−COOH) polar groups of
XG form intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds in aqueous
solution. The viscosity of XG solutions caused by the hydrogen
bonding, even at low concentrations, makes the polymer
appropriate for polymer flooding in EOR.3,5−8

In surfactant flooding, the oil recovery increases by lowering
the water/oil interfacial tension and wettability alteration.9−12
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Sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS), shown in Figure 1,
is an anionic surfactant that is widely used in EOR.13 Anionic
surfactants are most preferred for EOR, specifically with SS
reservoirs.14 It was observed that SDBS provided a high
wettability change for quartz surface by an oil recovery factor
of 93%.15

During polymer and surfactant flooding, the injected
chemical molecules get adsorbed in the reservoir porous
media, which affects the reservoir permeability and can cause a
reduction in the recovered oil. Additionally, chemical
adsorption in reservoirs decreases the effective concentration
of the displacement fluid. As a result, an increase in the amount
of the injected chemical is required to achieve the targeted
recovery results.16 On the other hand, in heterogeneous
formations with different permeability zones, the polymer fluid
preferably takes the high permeability path. Adsorption of the
chemical and blockage in the high permeability zones are
advantageous as they permit/allow the displacement fluid to
reach the low permeability zones or the small pores and
consequently enhance the sweep efficiency.17 Similarly, the
adsorption of the surfactant can have a positive effect on EOR.
The adsorbed surfactant molecules on the rock surface alter
the wettability of reservoir rock from oil wet to water wet,
which is preferred for EOR.16

Therefore, for cost-effective chemical EOR, management
and optimization of the chemical adsorption are mandatory.16

Zhu et al.18 studied the effect of concentration on the
adsorption of the synthetic polymer hydrolyzed polyacrylamide
on the quartz surface. They reported that increasing the
polymer concentration increased the amount of adsorption and
that adsorption decreased with increasing fluid velocity.

In the same context, Ni et al.19 studied the adsorption
behavior of the anionic surfactant SDBS on the surface of
montmorillonite minerals. They reported that the adsorption
capacity increased with the increase in the concentration of
SDBS. Surfactant adsorption in the reservoir was proved to be
dependent on the nature of the surfactant and the rock surface.
The interaction of the chemical and rock surface depends on
the attraction forces that exist between the rock surface and
functional groups on the polymer or surfactant chemical
structure.13,20

Salt concentration (saline), temperature, and additives were
also found to largely affect the adsorption capacity on the rock
surface.2,21 Additives such as nanoparticles have proved to
enhance oil recovery remarkably.22−25 Nanoparticles increase
the viscosity of the injecting fluid and have the ability to
change the wettability of the rock.26 One of the recent trends
in chemical flooding is the synergistic combination of
nanoparticles and the chemical (polymer or surfactant) in
the displacement fluid. That way, the injection fluid possessed
the advantageous properties of both components, the polymer
or surfactant and the nanoparticles,2 that is, the rheological
properties of the polymer increase in the presence of
nanoparticles, and the nanoparticle stability also improved in
the presence of the polymer solution.13,27 Chen et al.28 have
used the density function theory (DFT) to calculate the
adsorption energy to determine the stable adsorption
configuration. Due to the high abundance of SS reservoirs
compared to limestone,29 in this paper, adsorption during XG
and SDBS flooding on SS was fully investigated to boost their
absorptivity for EOR. We also attempted to study the
adsorption behavior of the biopolymer XG and the anionic

Figure 1. Chemical structure of XG and SDBS.
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surfactant SDBS on SS reservoirs experimentally at different
concentrations and salinities. The effect of the addition of
nanosilica particles (NSPs) to the XG and SDBS displacement
fluids was also studied at different concentrations. DFT
calculations were employed to calculate the total energy and
dipole moment of the XG/NSP and SDBS/NSP blends to
predict the most stable adsorption configuration on the SS
surface. The total energy of several binary combinations of XG
or SDBS with NSPs is estimated and is taken as a probe to
predict the most stable geometric configuration which is
suitable for the adsorption on the SS surface. The marked
increase in the dipole moment of XG or SDBS upon blending
with NSPs is taken as a possible cause for the observed
enhanced absorptivity. Based on the experimental results and
the DFT calculations, plausible mechanisms for the adsorption
of XG/NSPs and SDBS/NSPs on SS surfaces were proposed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemicals. The anionic surfactant, SDBS 80% extra

pure, is purchased from Loba Chemie PVT. LTD (India). The
XG Biopolymer and NSPs (hydrophilic) of size 20 nm were
provided by ITA Co. (Egypt).
2.2. Displacement Apparatus. The schematic diagram of

the displacement apparatus is shown in Scheme 1.3 It consists
of a sand pack with an inner diameter of 52 mm and a length of
210 mm. The model was fitted with two chambers in the inlet
and the outlet to prevent the distribution effect and achieve
uniform inlet and outlet distribution of the fluid. The inlet was
connected to a regulator valve to measure the inlet pressure.
The effluent fluid from the column was collected in a
graduated glass cylinder. The same line was used to carry
the injected fluids from two tanks: a chemical tank containing
either the surfactant or polymer and a brine tank.
2.3. Displacement Procedures (Chemical Flooding).

The sand pack was saturated with brine during the sand
packing process, brine was then injected to calculate the
permeability of the model before chemical injection;3 then, the
chemical (XG or SDBS) was injected to displace the brine, and
samples of the chemical effluent were collected to determine its
effluent concentration. Brine was then reinjected to displace
the injected chemical, and permeability was measured once
more to determine the residual resistance factor (Rrf), which is
the ratio of the brine permeability before and after polymer

solution flows through the core.30 All the chemical solutions
were freshly prepared and continuously stirred before the
experiments. Solutions were used as prepared; pH was not
adjusted. A new sand pack was used for each experiment.
Details of the sand pack are listed in Table 1.

2.4. DFT Calculations. Gaussian G09 software was used to
perform the DFT calculations to determine the total energy
and dipole moment of SDBS and XG. The structures were
drawn with initial geometries. Possible hydrogen bonds were
suggested between XG or SDBS and NSPs. Then, a selected
suitable basis set is chosen and allowed to run in the
optimization mode to produce the optimum structures
energetically and geometrically.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Flooding Experiments and Adsorption Capacity

Measurements. The effect of various operating parameters,
namely, concentration, salinity, and NSPs as an additive on the
adsorption capacity of XG and SDBS, has been investigated.
After preparing the chemicals (either XG or SDBS), the
viscosities were measured for the different concentrations. A
calibration curve was then constructed between the influent
concentrations, C1, and the corresponding viscosities. After
injecting the chemicals through the sand pack, effluent samples
were collected, and their viscosities were measured. The
measured effluent viscosities were then converted in
concentrations, C2, using the preconstructed calibration curves.
The amount of adsorption (Ad) has been calculated (in mg/g-
rock) using eq 1.12,31 The Rrf has been calculated using eq 2.32

Scheme 1. Displacement Setup

Table 1. Sand Pack Properties

property, unit value/unit

sand size, mm 0.3
length, cm 21
diameter, cm 5.2
area, cm2 19.635
bulk volume, mL 412.334
pore volume, mL 100
porosity, % 25
permeability, mD 500−532
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V
M

C CAd ( )1 2=
(1)

where V is the solution volume in L, M is the mass of sand in g
m, C1 is the influent concentration in ppm, and C2 is the
effluent concentration in mg/L. C2 is calculated from the
viscosity values.33

R
K
Krf

w1

w2
=

(2)

where Kw1 is the permeability of the model before chemical
injection and Kw2 is the permeability after chemical injection.

The XG concentrations applied for the adsorption experi-
ments are 500, 1000, and 1500 ppm. For SDBS, the
concentrations employed were 2000, 3000, and 5000 ppm.
These concentrations are the typical polymer and surfactant
dosages utilized in the industry.9,34

3.2. Adsorption of XG on the SS Rock. 3.2.1. Effect of
Concentration and Salinity. In Scheme 1, brine (3.5% NaCl)
was first injected into the model followed by XG injection at a
shear rate of 10 rounds per minute and salinity ranges of 0 to
10% to cover the possible average range of formation water in
reservoirs. The injection procedures using the model in
Scheme 1 were repeated at room temperature and using
different XG concentrations, 500, 1000, and 1500 ppm. The
concentrations have been selected according to the industrial
doses frequently used.9,31 Each of the aforementioned XG
concentrations was injected at a salinity range of 3.5, 5, and
10%. The amount of adsorption and Rrf for all the carried
experiments were calculated according to the equations
prescribed in 1 and 2. The effect of both the parameters
(concentration and salinity) on the adsorption capacity at
room temperature has been summarized in Table 2.

From Table 2, one can observe that at the same salinity, as
the concentration of XG increased, the amount of adsorption
and the Rrf values

35 increased. It was also observed that the rate
of increase in the Rrf and the adsorption decrease as the
chemical concentration increases, indicating that the adsorp-
tion may stabilize at high concentrations.

An explanation for the increase in the adsorption with the
increased concentration can be attributed to the increase in the

availability of the XG molecules, which, by the way, got
adsorbed on the rock surface. XG molecules are expected to be
adsorbed on the rock surface through hydrogen bonds
generated between the hydrogen of the hydroxyl groups in
the polymer and the negatively charged SS surface.17 The
proposed mechanism for the adsorption of XG on the SS
surface is illustrated in Figure 2a.

From Table 2, it can also be observed that for the same
concentration, as the salinity increased from 0 to 10%, the
adsorption capacity and the Rrf values increased. The increase
in the adsorption and Rrf values when increasing the NaCl
concentration can be attributed to the XG salting-out effect.
The salting-out effect caused a decrease in the polymer
solubility leading to XG precipitation and hence an increase in
the adsorption.36

3.2.2. Effect of Addition of NSPs on the Adsorption during
XG Flooding in SS Formation. The XG flooding experiments
in the previous Section 3.2.1 were repeated after the addition
of NSPs at three different concentrations (0.01, 0.1, and 0.2 wt
%) to each concentration of XG at 0% salinity at room
temperature. The overall adsorption capacity and Rrf were
calculated using eqs 1 and 2, and the results are illustrated in
Table 3.

From Table 3, it was observed that the addition of NSPs to
the XG slug caused a monotonic increase in both the XG
adsorption and the Rrf values. For instance, at the XG
concentration of 500 ppm, as the concentration of the NSP
additive increased from 0.01 to 0.2 wt %, the Rrf values
increased from 2.6 to 23.8 (about 9 folds), respectively. The
adsorption also increased, albeit to a smaller ratio, from 0.19 to
0.25 mg/g at the same conditions. It was also observed that the
rate of increase in the Rrf values was remarkable for higher
concentrations of NSPs such that at 1000 ppm of XG, the Rrf
value increased by ≈11 folds when the NSP concentration
increased from 0 to 0.01 wt %, while at the same concentration
of XG, the Rrf value increased by ≈33 folds when the NSP
concentration increased from 0.1 to 0.2 wt %.

The increase in the adsorption capacity by the addition of
NSPs at 0% salinity can be attributed to adsorption of the NSP
on the SS surface. This adsorption took place due to the
formation of hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl groups of
the NSP37,38 and the negatively charged SS surface.39 The XG
then got adsorbed on the silica adsorbed on the rock surface. A
proposed mechanism for the adsorption of XG and NSP
mixture is illustrated in Figure 2b.

Increasing the concentration of the NSPs increased the
adsorption with the different XG concentrations. This increase
in the overall adsorption is attributed to the availability of NSP
particles, which may allow multilayer adsorption with NSPs
acting as the cross linker between XG polymer chains through
hydrogen bonds.40,41

3.3. Adsorption of SDBS on the SS Rock. In the
flooding experiments of SDBS, the same procedure shown in
Section 2.3 was followed. Brine (3.5% NaCl) was first injected
in the model (Scheme 1) followed by SDBS injection at a
shear rate 10 round per minute and salinity ranges from 0 to
10% to cover the possible average range of formation water in
reservoirs. The injection procedures using the model in
Scheme 1 were repeated at room temperature and using
different SDBS concentrations, 2000, 3000, and 5000 ppm. eq
1 was implemented to calculate the adsorption capacity of
SDBS on the SS for all the carried-out experiments. Rrf values
were calculated using eq 2 (see Section 3.1).

Table 2. Adsorption Capacity and Rrf for XG on the SS Rock
at Different Concentrations and Salinities at Room
Temperature

salinity 0%
concentration (ppm) 500 1000 1500
adsorption (mg/g) 0.135 0.38 0.50
Rrf 2.0 2.56 2.78

salinity 3.5%
concentrations (ppm) 500 1000 1500
adsorption (mg/g) 0.18 0.41 0.55
Rrf 2.639 3.88 4.8

salinity 5%
concentration 500 1000 1500
adsorption 0.282 0.474 0.586
Rrf 3.569 4.545 5.128

salinity 10%
concentration 500 1000 1500
adsorption 0.322 0.555 0.720
Rrf 7.201 8.501 9.490
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Figure 2. Proposed mechanism for the adsorption of XG on the SS surface (a) before the addition of NSPs and (b) in the presence of NSPs as an
additive in deionized water.
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3.3.1. Effect of Concentration and Salinity on the
Adsorption Capacity and Rrf Values. The effect of changing
the concentration of SDBS and salinity on the adsorption
capacity and Rrf values during SDBS flooding in SS at room
temperature has been summarized in Table 4.

From Table 4, it was clear that as the concentration of the
SDBS increased, the adsorption capacity and the Rrf values
increased. The increase in the concentration of SDBS resulted
in more availability of the SDBS molecules to be adsorbed on
the SS surface. Also, as the salinity increased, the adsorption
capacity and the Rrf values increased which is in agreement
with data reported by Lee and Koopal..42 This phenomenon
can be explained as the existence of the salt ions reduced the
repulsion between the ionic surfactant head and the negatively
charged SS surface and hence increases the adsorption
capacity.43

3.3.2. Effect of NSP Addition on the Adsorption and Rrf
Values of SDBS at 0% Salinity. SDBS flooding in Section 3.3
was repeated using the same concentrations with the addition
of NSPs at concentrations of 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2% for each
SDBS concentration at 0% salinity. The results from the SDBS
flooding after the addition of the different concentrations of
NSPs are summarized in Table 5.

From Table 5, it is clear that, in general, the adsorption
capacity increased with the addition of NSPs during the SDBS
flooding in SS at the different concentrations and zero salinity.
Additionally, as the concentration of the NSP additive

increased, the adsorption capacity and the Rrf values increased.
Although the addition of NSPs increased the Rrf values during
SDBS flooding, the values are much lower than those observed
during XG/NSP flooding. A proposed mechanism for the
adsorption of SDBS/NSPs on SS at 0% salinity is illustrated in
Figure 3.

In Figure 3a, the negatively charged anionic surfactant heads
point away from the negatively charged SS surface due to
charge repulsion.44 The anionic surfactant, SDBS, may
approach the negatively charged SS surface more readily
through the hydrophobic tail. The addition of NSPs (Figure
3b) increases the adsorption as the silica can form hydrogen
bonds between the SS surface45 and the hydrophobic tail (C−
H bonds)46,47 of the SDBS, resulting in attraction of more
surfactant molecules to the SS surface.
3.4. DFT Calculations. The main objective of these

calculations is to understand the different modes of interaction
between NSPs and both chemicals, the SDBS surfactant, and
XG during the flooding. This is done to establish a theoretical
ground for the observed enhancement of NSPs toward the
adsorptivity of the SDBS and XG (in the displacement fluids)
onto the SS surface.

Gaussian 09 software was used to perform the DFT
calculation employing the 3-21 G Basis set to determine the
interaction of the NSP with XG and SDBS. For this purpose,
the total energy and dipole moment of the SDBS/NSPs and
XG/NSPs were calculated. The optimized structures of the XG
and SDBS with and without NSPs are shown in Figure 4. Note
that a selected negatively charged segment of XG is chosen for
DFT calculations (Figure 4a) to resemble the negatively
charged surfactant molecule. The outcomes of the DFT
calculations are summarized in Table 6.

Inspection of Table 6 reveals that using NSPs (as a chain-
like additive) together with SDBS boosted the stability of the
XG segment and SDBS (as evident from the total negative
energy shift). Moreover, the polarity of the SDBS/NSP blend
is much higher (as evident by the dipole moment) than that of
SDBS alone. As the dipole moment increases, the adsorptivity
of SDBS/NSP or XG/NSP blends increases, leading to an
increase in the rock water wettability.48,49 An increase in the
rock water wettability should repel oil away from the rock
surface and enhance oil recovery. Thus, the proposed
interaction between SDBS and NSPs (given above in Figure
3) could be reasonably considered to account for the observed
adsorption behavior of the blend.

Table 3. Adsorption Capacity and Rrf Values after the
Addition of NSPs (0.01, 0.1, and 0.2 wt %) at 0% Salinity

nanosilica 0.01%
XG concentration (ppm) 500 1000 1500
adsorption (mg/g) 0.194 0.395 0.556
Rrf 2.60 11.555 24.073

nanosilica 0.10%
XG concentration (ppm) 500 1000 1500
adsorption (mg/g) 0.214 0.436 0.580
Rrf 10.639 22.502 38.271

nanosilica 0.20%
XG concentration (ppm) 500 1000 1500
adsorption 0.246 0.523 0.590
Rrf 23.804 55.192 74.799

Table 4. Effect of Concentration of SDBS and Salinity on
the Adsorption Capacity and Rrf Values

salinity 0%
concentration of SDBS (ppm) 2000 3000 5000
adsorption (mg/g) 0.093 0.3561 0.545
Rrf 1.133 1.228 1.25

salinity 3.5%
concentration of SDBS (ppm) 2000 3000 5000
adsorption (mg/g) 0.2373 0.3654 0.6897
Rrf 1.212 1.533 1.671

salinity 5%
concentration of SDBS (ppm) 500 1000 1500
adsorption 0.333 0.495 0.786
Rrf 1.98 2.23 2.6

salinity 10%
concentration of SDBS (ppm) 2000 3000 5000
adsorption 0.47 0.74 0.93
Rrf 3.05 3.55 3.73

Table 5. Effect of the Addition of Different Concentrations
of NSPs (0.01, 0.1, and 0.2 wt %) at 0% Salinity on the
Adsorption Capacity and Rrf Values of SDBS in SS

nanosilica 0.01 wt %
SDBS concentration (ppm) 2000 3000 5000
adsorption (mg/g) 0.47 0.57 0.93
Rrf 1.1 2.5 4.3

nanosilica 0.10 wt %
SDBS concentration (ppm) 2000 3000 5000
adsorption (mg/g) 0.6 0.9 1.1
Rrf 6.03 8.728 9.75

nanosilica 0.20 wt %
SDBS concentration (ppm) 2000 3000 5000
adsorption 0.708 1.0 1.296
Rrf 6.4 11 11.7
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Figure 3. Proposed mechanism for the adsorption of the anionic surfactant SDBS on SS before the addition of NSPs and (b) after the addition of
NSPs in deionized water.
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3.5. Adsorption and Enhancement of Oil Recovery.
The addition of NSPs improved the adsorption of both SDBS
and XG on the SS rock grains. Hence, the NSP adsorption can
improve the oil recovery in oil-wet rock. In the displacement
fluids, the NSPs got bonded to XG and SDBS through
hydrogen bonds.42 Then, the SDBS/NSPs and XG/NSPs got
adsorbed on the rock surface, resulting in an increase in the

rock water wettability.50 Consequently, the oil should be
repelled away from the SS surface. This chemical interpretation
of the SDBS/NSP and XG/NSP interactions with the SS
surface is strongly emphasized by the significant dipole
moment evident from the DFT calculations. An illustration
for the enhancement in oil recovery by adsorption on the
surface through the NSP acting as a binder is represented in
Figure 5. Although SDBS is used in the illustration, the same
proposal is applicable to XG.
3.6. Enhancement Factor Calculations. To probe the

enhancement in adsorptivity before and after the addition of
NSPs, two parameters are calculated, the enhancement factor
(EF) and the specific EF (SEF) using eqs 3 and 4, respectively.
EF and SEF were calculated for XG and SDBS at 500 and 2000
ppm, respectively, and the data are summarized in Table 7.

EF
Ad in presence of additive

Ad in pure water
=

(3)

SEF
enhancement factor

mass of additive
=

(4)

From Table 7, one can conclude that (i) the solution salinity
has a positive impact on the adsorptivity of XG and SDBS, that
is, about a two- to three-fold increase in the amount of
adsorbed XG and SDBS, respectively, in a 5% saline solution
compared to pure water. This is in agreement with the data
reported by Belhaj et al.43 (ii) The influence of salinity on
SDBS adsorption is more pronounced than that on XG; (iii)
NSP addition showed a positive impact on the adsorptivity of
both XG and SDBS; (iv) the sensitivity of SDBS adsorption to
NSP addition is more significant than that of XG (compare the
EF values in the absence and the presence of NSPs and refer to
the DFT calculations given above); (v) the addition of a
minute amount of NSPs caused a remarkable rise in SEF values
compared to the impact of salinity; (vi) increased amounts of
NSPs showed a less pronounced effect on EF for both XG and
SDBS. Thus, one can argue that the proposed system of the
SDBS/NSP blend would have a positive impact on the
improved water wettability of SS rocks and could be used for
effective EOR systems with the use of minute amounts of
NSPs, as small as 0.01%, together with 0.2 wt % of the SDBS
surfactant.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the experimental results of this work, the following
conclusions can be reached:
(1) When increasing the chemical concentration of NSP, the

amount of adsorption on the rock surface increases;
however, it was found that the effect is more profound in
the case of the XG polymer.

Figure 4. DFT-optimized structure of the (a) XG polymer segment
(II) carboxylate anion, (b) XG polymer segment (II) carboxylate
anion�bonded to three SiO2 molecules, (c) SDBS-salt, (d) SDBS
anion, and (e) SDBS anion bound to the SiO2 polymeric chain.

Table 6. DFT Calculations for the Total Energy and Dipole
Moment of the XG, SDBS, and XG/NSP and SDBS/NSP
Structures Given in Figure 4

structure total energy/hartree (a.e.u.) dipole moment/debye

A −829.9266 9.8008
b −2139.2612 9.2854
c −1473.4915 9.0191
d −1312.6234 29.6116
e −3195.6438 33.2546
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(2) NSP increases the adsorptivity of SDBS or XG and thus
alters the SS rock to be more water-wet rather than oil-
wet.

(3) The proposed system of the SDBS/NSP blend would
have a positive impact on the improved water wettability
of SS rocks and could be used for effective EOR systems
with the use of minute amounts of NSPs, as small as
0.01%, together with 0.2 wt % of the SDBS surfactant.

(4) Both the Rrf and the amount of chemical adsorption
increase by increasing the formation water salinity for
the XG and SDBS flooding, and it was also observed that
the amount of adsorption increasing due to salinity is
greater in the case of XG flooding.

(5) DFT calculations provide a theoretical ground for the
explanation of the observed enhanced adsorptivity given
the obtained quantum chemical parameters, for example,
total energy and dipole moment of the various blends
with NSP. The authors acknowledge The British
University in Egypt (BUE), Petroleum Engineering
and Gas Technology Department, for funding this
research and for providing the necessary facilities.
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Figure 5. Top: The anionic surfactant−SiO2−polymeric chain with the dipole moment direction (dipole moment = 33.2546 debye). Below:
Possible mechanism for SDBS/NSP adsorption on SS that enhances oil recovery through increased water wettability.

Table 7. Calculated EF and SEF for XG and SDBS before and after NSP Addition

displacement fluid XG (500 ppm) SDBS (2000 ppm)

salinity % 0 3.5 5 10 0 3.5 5 10
EF 1 1.33 2.08 2.39 1 2.55 3.58 5.05
SEF 0.38 0.417 0.238 0.728 0.716 0.205
displacement fluid XG (500 ppm) SDBS (2000 ppm)

salinity % 0 0
nanosilica conc. wt % 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.01 0.1 0.2
EF 1.437 1.580 1.812 5.05 6.45 7.61
SEF 143.7 15.8 9.06 505 64.5 38.5
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